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Opportunity International
is committed to the constant improvement
of our work through monitoring, evaluation,
and research. A critical contributor to this
learning culture is Opportunity’s Knowledge
Management (KM) team.
Opportunity’s KM team is responsible for
generating, capturing and disseminating
knowledge throughout the Opportunity
network. Knowledge is generated and
captured through rigorous, groundbreaking
research on clients, markets, operations and
innovations. When the KM team disseminates
this knowledge, it helps optimize operations,
strengthen program strategy, further client
understanding and facilitate knowledge
exchange within the network, the financial
inclusion industry and the broader poverty
alleviation community. Ultimately, this
knowledge provides valuable insight for
understanding how Opportunity can
transform our clients’ lives.
The following report shares a taste of
the valuable insight the KM team has
brought to Opportunity strategies and
to client transformation.
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Over the last five years, our team has conducted 50 projects and produced 90 research reports
and presentations. This seminal KM report compiles highlights from this work, touching on some
of our research, innovations and learnings related to financial inclusion.

90
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Outputs
created

10 COUNTRIES studied
13 ThemATIC AREAS explored
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provided funding

The MasterCard Foundation,
The Gates Foundation,
USAID & more

Industry Conferences
featured KM presentations

The SEEP Network,
UNCDF, MicroLead,
Cracking the Nut & more

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT PLAYS A CRUCIAL ROLE IN…
Strengthening Program Strategy to further client outreach and impact | 4
Knowledge Curation | Qualitative Impact Studies | Theories of Change
Focus on: EduFinance

Optimizing Operations through increased client understanding | 6
Client Journey Mapping | Human-Centered Design | Portfolio Analysis | Client Segmentation
Focus on: Savings

Researching Clients & Markets to align market conditions, programming and client impact | 8
Market Analysis | Client Surveys | Impact Assessments
Focus on: AgFinance

Guiding Innovations through critical assessment and staff capacity building | 10
Research & Development | Innovative Research Methodologies
Focus on: Innovation Labs

Measuring Client Impact to document growth and transformation | 11
Growth Case Studies | Client Impact Assessments
Focus on: Social Investment
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STRATEGY

STRENGTHENING PROGRAM STRATEGY

Knowledge Curation | Impact Studies | Theories of Change
Focus on: EduFinance

The Knowledge Management team drives insights to inform program strategies,
communications and measurements. The following work with EduFinance highlights
how KM conducts and synthesizes multiple research activities to inform continuous
innovation and strategy improvement.

Evaluating Improved Education Outcomes FOR GIRLS
A key role of the KM team is to review and translate
complex data produced by network partners into
accessible and useful formats. For example, KM
synthesized a complex evaluation of the impact of
EduFinance on girls’ educational outcomes in Uganda.
The data indicated that financing schools and families
significantly increases learning outcomes and
enhanced girls’ access to secondary education by 17%.
The study also shows that financial education clubs for
students and gender awareness-raising for staff has an

even greater positive impact on girls’ education.
This evaluation illustrated how a gender-inclusive
approach to education finance can increase access
to quality education for girls. The KM team’s synthesis
of this research has allowed Opportunity leadership
to better understand, communicate and improve our
unique approach to sustainable quality education
through the private sector, particularly as it contributes
to girls’ education.

Girls Benefitting from School Improvement Loans

60%* Literacy
27%* Numeracy
secondary
17%* Girls’
school enrollment
*Percent change greater than girls at non-financed schools.
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86%

		Reporting
confidence
in planning
and budgeting

25%

		Opened a
savings account

eXplOrING IMpaCT CHaNNelS
The KM team works with the EduFinance team to better
understand the effect of private schools on community
economic development. In Ghana and Uganda, the KM team
captures the experiences of school proprietors, teachers,
staff, students, parents, local leaders and business owners
in the same communities where Opportunity has financed
school expansion. Research thus far affirms that a quality
private school serves as an “anchor” for the community,
with its benefits cascading throughout the area.
For example, building a private school can spark—

» Community access to electricity, improved roads
and potable water;

» Entrepreneurs to open and grow local businesses;
» Land value to increase as new residents are drawn
by community economic development.

esther, the owner of Bright Community primary School in
uganda, shared how three loans from opportunity over the past
nine years have allowed her to build more classrooms, increase
enrollment, hire more teachers, introduce extracurricular activities,
build dormitories and open a computer lab with 10 computers.

This research affirmed observations and provided clarity around
specific links between School Improvement Loans—a key
Opportunity product—and broader community development.
These findings contribute to an enhanced articulation of
EduFinance’s strategy and measurement plan, which now
more fully documents the community economic development
sparked by financing affordable private education and identifies
program components that require further evaluation. Below is
an example of an EduFinance strategy that has been mapped
with assistance from the KM team.

Theory of Change: Education Quality Sample
Carefully mapping program components and their corresponding outcomes (see below) allows the KM team to support
EduFinance by testing causal relationships, measuring intervention effectiveness, optimizing operations and preparing
the model for scale.

What are we doing?

Educa*on Quality Program Integra*on into a Sustainable Educa*on Finance Pla
What outcomes are
we expecting?

Primary Ac*vi*es

What
later changes
Theory
of Change
can we expect?

Short-Term Outcomes (1-2 Yrs)

Medium-Term Outcomes (3-4 Yrs)

Proprietors
Implement Training
• Train proprietors through specialist
trainers
• Nurture teacher mutual development
through cluster rela<onships
Create School Clusters
• Build clusters of schools that share (local,
regional, and interna<onal) best prac<ces
among proprietors and among teachers
within school clusters
• Establishes self-improving school systems
(SISS)
School Assessments
• Implement school assessments based on
established quality indicators
• Implement self-reﬂec<ve evalua<on
process
OPEN
Digital
How are we
making
• Create Forums (Communi<es of Prac<ce)
these• happen?
Create Knowledge Centre for accessing
and sharing content

Pathways to Excellence Support Tool
• S<mulus materials that guide and
supplement self-reﬂec<on, assessment,

Cohort Mutual Learning
• Proprietors supported through leadership
mee<ngs and cluster maturity selfassessment framework
• Knowledge/Skill gaps iden<ﬁed for Year 2
Mentoring
• Management prac<ces improved

Improved Ability to Run the Business
• Growth in school enrollment
• Improved sense of market demand
• Improved ability to plan income/
expenditure strategy
• Improved social capital

Knowledge-Based Management
• Proprietors enabled to use self-evalua<on
framework and school development
tools.
• Enables leaders to iden<fy weaknesses
and correct; iden<fy strengths to share
• Access to addi<onal materials through
networking hub

Improved School Quality
• BeVer understanding of the qualita<ve
needs of the school
• BeVer understanding of the strengths
and weaknesses of the school
• BeVer vision of next steps for
improvement
• Improved social capital

Understand next step on the Pathway
• Self-understanding and clear vision
forward for proprietors

Do these components
Teachers
consistently connect?

Cohort Mutual Learning
• Teachers supported through mutual
development
• Teaching prac<ces improved

Improved Teaching Quality

• Greater teacher conﬁdence and
Are we ready
to of their skills as teachers
enhancement
and in their ability to assess
measure impact?
• Enhanced pedagogy

• Improved use of teaching and learning
resources
• Improved teacher
reten<on ManaGeMent
KnoWleDGe
Improved Student Learning

OPERATIONS
OPTIMIZING OPERATIONS

Client Journey Mapping | Human-Centered Design |
Portfolio Analysis | Client Segmentation
Focus on: Savings

The KM team employs a unique combination of financial analysis and qualitative, client-centric
methods to tackle some of the major challenges facing the financial inclusion industry as
we seek to connect rural, low-income clients with the benefits of modern savings services.
Mapping Client Journeys
In Ghana, the KM team used Client Journey Mapping, a
participatory research methodology, to understand the client
experience in detail, with a focus on identifying specific
challenges at each step of the client journey. The research
was conducted with our local partner, Sinapi Aba Savings and
Loans (SASL), which recently began offering savings services.
Results indicated that nearly half of the challenges expressed
by clients were previously unknown by SASL; as a result,
bank management devised solutions to address challenges.
A number of these solutions were then implemented by SASL,
such as 1) eliminating fees for SMS alerts and statements and
2) retraining all market-based banking staff to improve their
client engagement and client education.

Researcher Dana Lunberry recording a client journey during
a focus group discussion

Narrative

Persona
Headaches
Solutions
Client Journey Map created with a group of Sinapi clients in Kumasi, Ghana
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Understanding Savings Inactivity
The KM team was one of the first in the industry to highlight
the challenges of savings account inactivity. Using portfolio
analysis and client surveys, our study found that savings
behavior was not necessarily tied to age, gender or region.
Furthermore, clients often chose not to save because they
did not feel like they had money worth saving. This led
Opportunity to pilot new, innovative savings approaches
specifically for those living in poverty that motivates clients
to save in various ways, such as incentivizing savings with
microinsurance benefits, inviting regular savings alongside
loan repayments, and encouraging immediate deposits
following harvest to be followed by regular disbursements
that facilitate savings.

Percent Savings Accounts Inactive
per Region, 2012
Rural
60%
40%

51%

45%

Urban

49%
31%

35%
22%

20%

5%

7%

0%
Ghana

Malawi

Rwanda

Uganda

Facilitating Sustainable Savings BehavioR
Following the study, KM chose to focus on savings
behavior among clients in Uganda—a country where,
according to the World Bank, 75 percent of the
population saved, but only 17 percent saved in formal
financial institutions in 2014. To conduct this research,
KM partnered with Bankable Frontier Associates to

analyze the savings portfolio at Opportunity’s bank
in Uganda and identify which clients had the highest,
untapped capacity for greater savings. This analysis
helped identify seven different types of clients based on
their savings behaviors, with the three most distinctive
typologies shown below:

» Active Users, but not saving (47%):

Running Balance

25% of Minimum Threshold

These clients deposit enough to make a
loan payment or to pay other bills, which
are either withdrawn automatically or by
clients themselves.

» Balance Managers (16%): These

Running Balance

50% of Minimum Threshold

active clients occasionally achieve a
significant balance, but the balance is
not maintained over more than a few
months, so they do not accumulate
larger balances.

» Transactors (5%): These active clients

Running Balance

50% of Minimum Threshold

maintain a relatively high balance, but
they deposit and withdraw often without
ever increasing their balance over time.

Note: The minimum threshold required to earn interest on savings in Uganda
is approximately $34 USD

Examining the types of savers based on their behaviors enabled Opportunity to optimize discussions around how
to better serve each group. Focus group discussions with clients and staff with a human-centered design approach
provided insights into staff incentive structures, ways to touch on savings strategy in financial education curriculums
and how implementing SMS messaging services could encourage healthy financial activity.
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CLIENTS
&MARKETS

RESEARCHING CLIENTS & MARKETS

Market Analysis | Client Surveys | Impact Assessments
Focus on: AgFinance

The KM team helps to align programming with market conditions and document the
impact of our services on the businesses and clients we serve. In AgFinance, KM
has conducted crop market studies, analyzed the cost-effectiveness of technology,
co-designed implementation tools, assessed impact and conducted pilot programs.

Assessing the Viability of Crop
Value Chains
Opportunity’s AgFinance model is designed to
reduce risk and cost for both the farmer and the
bank by working with partners that complement
Opportunity’s financial services with better
inputs, training, and market access. The KM team
supported the application of this model by helping
staff understand which kinds of partnerships are
more likely to succeed in different agricultural
markets. After KM inventoried all of our AgFinance
partnerships and all markets for crops grown by
our AgFinance clients, we took a deep dive into
our partnerships in Ghana and Uganda, leveraging
the hands-on experience of AgFinance staff.
Through participatory workshops, we identified four
types of partnerships with relevance to different
market types and determined that non-partnership
financing can be viable in cases where crops
are familiar and low risk and local markets are
functioning well.
During the process, KM and AgFinance staff
created a user-friendly tool to quickly analyze
crop markets and devise appropriate partnerships.
A large majority of workshop participants (75%)
rated the tool “clear and easy to use.”
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Mapping the Complexities
of Agricultural Markets and Partnerships:
Poultry in Uganda Sample

Consumers
Consumers

Processing
Processing
and
andMarketing
Marketing

Smallholder
Smallholder
Farmers
Farmers

Input suppliers
Input suppliers
and extension
and extension
service providers
service providers

Understanding How Farmers
Access AgFinance
In Tanzania, when we did not initially experience
uptake from farmer associations in our Southern
Agricultural Growth Corridor of Tanzania Program, the
KM team conducted a survey among rice farmers to
better understand their needs, barriers experienced
in accessing AgFinance and how we can improve our
services accordingly. This study showed that nurturing
confidence in the bank and in mobile money were
challenges for farmer uptake of AgFinance services in
rural Tanzania. These insights were a valuable addition
to ongoing improvements in our AgFinance program.

Tanzanian farmer Martin (left) meets with loan officers Emmanuel
(center) and Paul (right) in his field, where they are using tablets
to record information about his farm that will help him maximize
profits at harvest.

Measuring Impact on Smallholder Farmers
In Uganda, Malawi and Ghana, the KM team conducted
an impact study to assess the degree to which clients
benefit from our AgFinance program. This rigorous study
of more than 1200 farmers measured direct and indirect
outcomes while comparing clients with non-clients.
Overall, this impact study validated the AgFinance model
as Opportunity expanded the program in Africa, helped to
further improve our AgFinance strategy and contributed
rigorous evidence to the industry on the impact agricultural
finance can have on farmers and their families.
Of the eleven crops studied, 64% showed positive
changes in agricultural production and 36% suffering
temporary setbacks or suffering from unavoidable external
constraints. Coffee in Uganda was a particularly exemplary
crop. Fertilizer use among client coffee farmers increased
by 63% over the course of three years (compared to

Change in Production Coffee Farms
Clients

60%

Non-Clients

58%
44%

40%
20%
0%
-20

-6%
-23%

-40%
Production (kg)

Yield

46% for non-clients), which positively benefitted farmers’
production and yield (see table). As a result of this study,
optimizing access to high quality inputs, such as fertilizer
and seeds, and careful management of partnerships
remains an ongoing focus within the AgFinance Program.
Follow-up studies include an even more rigorous impact
evaluation of farmers in Ghana.
Indirect results were promising across multiple livelihood
indicators for AgFinance clients and their families (see
chart). However, this study also indicated that a client’s
level of impact varied based on their gender, which has
led the KM team to conduct a number of follow-up studies,
including a pilot program in Mozambique to advance
innovation in women’s empowerment in AgFinance and
a gender analysis of our AgFinance programs in Ghana
and Mozambique.

Client Farmers Improve Their Ability
to Afford Basic Needs

58%* Food
66%† Health Care
‡ Education
68%
*20% more than non-clients †12% more than
non-clients ‡27% more than non-clients
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INNOvaTIONS
GuiDinG INNOVATIONS

Research & Development | Innovative Research Methodologies
Focus on: Innovation Labs

The KM team plays a crucial role in Opportunity’s focus on innovation by taking an active role in
testing, assessing and recommending innovations while building staff capacity at Opportunity.

leaDING reSearCH aND DevelOpMeNT
The KM team works to track and assess innovations
being tested and implemented by our programs and
partners. Such learnings help drive and equip the
implementation of new, innovative pilots across the
network. Over the last five years, KM has assessed
innovations such as the feasibility of mobile van

banking, the cost-effectiveness of tablet land profiling
and the business case for a land title service in
conjunction with housing loans. These assessments
measure the performance of each innovation and
consider their potential for continuation and potential
scale-up or expansion.

DevelOpING INNOvaTIve reSearCH
MeTHODOlOGIeS
Along with assessing innovations underway at
Opportunity, KM also develops innovative research
methodologies, most of which creatively blend
quantitative and qualitative findings. In recent years,
these innovative methodologies have included:

» Savings Client Segmentation: combining big
data analytics of client savings transactions with
participatory client engagement to segment clients
based on their savings behavior

» Client Journey Mapping: engaging low-literacy
clients to visually map their journeys and the
challenges experienced; complemented by a
statistical client satisfaction survey

» Narrative Story Capture: testing a cost-effective
Joseph impraim, associate Marketing Manager (front left)
and Genzo yamamoto, Director of Knowledge Management
(second from the left) create a Client Journey Map with
a group of savings clients in Ghana
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method for capturing changes in client values
through client stories that can then be scored to
produce both granular insights into, and high-level
summaries of, client lives

C

CLIENT IMPACT
MEASURING CLIENT IMPACT

Growth Case Studies | Client Impact Assessments
Focus on: Social Investments

The KM team develops multi-study approaches to document growth and impact. For example, KM
analyzed the effects of capital investment and technical assistance from Opportunity’s subsidiary Dia
Vikas on a number of its microfinance institutions (MFIs) following the 2010 microfinance crisis in India.
Documenting Partner Growth
The KM team documented the core work of Dia
Vikas’ partners, highlighting how MFI partners achieve
financial sustainability and provide quality services while
continuing to reach those living in poverty. Case studies
produced for three key partner MFIs demonstrated their
growth through improvements to social performance and
operations—including the development of innovative

financial services for sustainable energy, water, and
sanitation. Opportunity aided these improvements
through the investment of technical assistance and, in
some cases, capital investments. Supplying this backing
during India’s financial crisis when many other investors
were pulling out demonstrated a shared commitment
to poverty alleviation despite trying financial times.

Dia Vikas partner RGVN Client Impact

loan in
88% Invest
business or farm
* Report increased well98% being

in
monthly income
66%† Increase

85%

Rural, living below
$2.50 per day

*Comparison group reported 80% increased well-being. †Comparison group reported 40% increase in monthly income.

Assessing Client Impact
KM commissioned a rigorous impact assessment to
document client outreach and compare client and
non-client status over time. This assessment confirmed
that Opportunity’s partner MFIs in India are indeed
reaching their target client segment—marginalized
women living in poverty—and strong ties were found
between improvements in client well-being and partner
microfinance services. For one story of client impact in
India, visit opportunity.org/prosperity.

Poverty Rate
Extremely Poor Clients
Living On
$1.25/day or less
Poor Clients
Living On
$2.50/day or less

27%

SAMHITA

24%

ESAF

28%

RGVN

83%
80%
85%
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The Opportunity Insight Team
Opportunity International seeks to be a thorough, yet
efficient, learning organization. Much of this process
is facilitated by Opportunity’s Insight team, which
includes Knowledge Management. The Insight Team
captures, analyzes and shares information within the
organization so that Opportunity can deliver everimproving client-centered services while optimizing
operational performance. The team also engages with
the global financial inclusion industry to leverage and
influence best practices.
We wish to thank our Opportunity network members
and partners who have made this KM work possible.
We are also grateful to our many funding partners
who have supported us in this endeavor. These
partners include, but are not limited to (in alphabetical
order): Caterpillar Foundation, Citi Foundation, DFID,
ExxonMobil Foundation, FINTRAC, Gates Foundation,
John Deere Foundation, The MasterCard Foundation,
MetLife Foundation, UNCDF, USAID, Visa Inc.
and World Bank.

For more information visit
opportunity.org/knowledge-exchange
To explore collaboration, contact us
at km@opportunity.org

Mission
By providing financial solutions and
training, we empower people living in
poverty to transform their lives, their
children’s futures and their communities.

Vision
A world in which all people have the
opportunity to achieve a life free from
poverty, with dignity and purpose.
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Caroline, a vegetable vendor, in front of her home in Kampala, Uganda.
Pictured here with two of her four grandchildren, for whom Caroline is
their sole caregiver. Front cover photo: Caroline and her granddaughter
greet their relationship officer Bernard in the Ggba Market where
Caroline sells vegetables in Kampala, Uganda.
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